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By PETER BOWER total authority beyond the bounds e rat ion was born, accompanied •■true” Rhodesians will not back 
of any constitution. The constitu- by little more than, ••Look - see Smith? Not at all. As one anti- 
tional guarantees of the defunct what marvelous things are hap- Smith and anti-UDI “true” Rho- 
Federation for black and white pening in the British Common- desian said to me, “Smith, he’s 
together became part of the gen- wealth and Empire now!” Within all we've got. We have only one 
eral rubble south of the equator, a year, the great dreams of the strong source of military assist- 

Why should the scheme of the Federation had begun to show an ce — and that’s South Africa. 
Federation have failed so rapidly cracks. But these were probably This is my land. I sweated my 
and readily? The faults lie with repairable with the assistance of guts out over it, and I will blood t , 
many hands and are too numerous Britain. Sir Roy Welenski, Prime well fight for the country, if 
for elaboration here. N evert he- Minister of the Federation, time nothing else.” 
less Britain perhaps should take and time again appealed to Britain 
the initial bow for being at fault, 
for she was the greatest sinner.
To her, the experiment in multi
racial relations initiated in Rho
desia meant little. All the Lion 
had to do was allow the govern
mental and legal machinery op
erate to sanctify the Federation 
scheme. She was much more
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Peter Bower is reading to
wards a Masters in History at 
Dalhousie University. A graduate 
of the University of Victoria, 
British Columbia, he is a former 
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newspaper The Martlet. A native 
of Southern Rhodesia,

The agony of Rhodesia is mani
fested in many ways — Mr. Ger
ald Capian’s personal suffering 
being just one facet of larger and 
more complex problem than he 
intimates. 1 can sympathize with 
the situation he so movingly por
trayed, yet I cannot allow myself 
to be so overwhelmed by his case 
that I fail to recognize other 
human sides of the problem.

Ten years ago, a bright new 
experiment was underway in the 
federated states of Northern Rho
desia, Southern Rhodesia and Ny- 
saland which hoped to lead to a 
multiracial society governed by 
a majority. The critics at large 
Hastened to augur the doom of 
this experiment before it had been 
tried. Less than five years ago, 
this scheme was destroyed from 
without and from within as some
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radicals pressed the Federation 
to speed up its schedule to per
mit majority rule at once, while 
other extremists demanded 
apartheid. Northern Rhodesia and 
Nvasaland soon gained indepen- 
dece and -self-rule”. Even more 
recently, the remains of the ex
periment were finally scattered 
as Ian Smith and the Rhodesian 
government declared unilateral 
independence. From this point 
in time at least, Rhodesia en
tered a state of emergency, with 
the Smith regime endowed with
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The minister of defence for
for assistance in overcoming the South Africa has stated privately 
obstacles. Three times he re- what many Rhodesians fear:••lu
ce ived such affronts as is meted deed we'll fight the blacks if they 
out to no head of state. Yet he come down, and we’ll fight them 
persisted in his attempts to save on the Rhodesians' borders if 
the Federation and its policies needs be — right to the last 
of multi-racialism, and even Rhodesian”. This is an excerpt 
when it was too late he tried to from the brutally realistic world 
salvage from the remains what of international politics, 

concerned with her showpiece was good. To the white Rhodesian, the
to the north-Nigeria. Despite the The “winds of change” were spectacle of the black-ruled na- 
a pa thy and turpitude, the Fed- blowing long before Britain tions constantly collapsing and

recognized the tempest. Yet the emerging and re-emerging about 
winds were not always a tempest, his borders is enough to harden 
The warnings and the opportun- his point of view into a totally 
ities to save Rhodesia, not to uncompromising state. Today, as 
mention other states, were many. Mr. C a plan points out, Rhodes ia , 
Yet, as many as the warnings is becoming as rigid as South 

Britain had deaf ears. Africa. It need not have been so.
The federal experiment may

English Canadians
are

hypocrites

ti
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1 were,
Britain, among the world pow

ers, was and is not alone in have taken time to achieve ma- 
fumbling blindly through the dec- jority rule, but the tragedy in 
ades of prelude to the tempest, terms of life and state structure 
The U.S. was initially more con- would have been less. Why could 
cerned with her investments than not the pan-African states have 
other countries. Now the U.S. is urged Britain years ago to pour 
in the transition period between teachers and money into the Fed- 

^ worrying about her investments eration for schools and welfare
* and worrying about possible na- for all, instead of armies and 
•v tional alliances. After such tragic guns? The whites needed educa- 
/ fiascos as the Congo, can it be tion desperately in multi-racial

wondered that Rhodesians do not existence. The blacks need basic
* trust the U.S., Britain, and the academic education to achieve the 

or any outside authority equal status envisaged by the de
funct constitution of the Federa-
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<1If you were to judge by the actions and 
speeches of Canadian student representatives 
attending two recent national meetings, you 
might be forced to draw some unexpected 
conclusions. You might be forced to recog
nize that in many ways French Canadians who 
accept the two nation concept are more na
tionally minded than most English Canadians 
that support Confederation and the supremacy 
of the federal government.

The two functions that might have led 
you to draw these conclusions were the 
Canadian Union of Students Congress at Dal
housie September 3 to 10 and a tour of the 
Montreal EXPO site made by university 
newspaper editors last weekend.

For any of you that attended the CUS 
congress it is old hat to be told that many of 
the meetings turned into circuses for dis
plays of regionalisn. Prairiedelegates plotted 
to undermine the sinister plots being hatched 
by the West Coast delegates; British Colum
bia delegates schemed to overcome the Al
berta facists and the Ontario block; Ontario 
delegates accepted their divine right to lead 
us all out of the wilderness; the Maritime 
delegates mistrusted everyone but were too 
poorly organized to take any united action.

Newfoundland, unable to compete, lead 
or follow, solved the problem and withdrew. 
With the odd exception that was CUS 1966. 
Of course much of the regional bias was not 
given an airing in open meetings, and if you 
had to sit in on some of the bull sessions. 
Some of the things said in these meetings 
would make any Quebec Separatist blush.

OH CANADA!OUR HOME 
AND NATIVE LAND — (???)

Although he probably won’t go around 
boasting about it, Doug Ward, CUS’s new 
president, made it clear in Halifax that he re
ceives more co-operation from UGEQ (F rench 
Canada’s progressive student organization) 
than from some of his own regional members.

In fact, after two years in operation 
UGEQ has functioned so effectively that no 
one in CUS today bothers to question the 
operation.

“I always accepted the two nation con
cept,” you heard time and again from mem
bers of the CUS secretariate.

— “Why should the islands on which EXPO 
is located have French names?” (ANSWER: 
It might be because most of the islands were 
there before EXPO and they happen to be in 
a French speaking province in the middle of 
a predominately French speaking city.)
— “I am worried about what American tour
ists are going to think of the rest of Canada.
I mean, all the signs at EXPO are in two 
languages. (No comment.)
-- “I represent the 70 per cent who make up 
this country.”
-- “I do not see any reason why a person 
needs French in Montreal — you don’t miss 
anything. (ANSWER: True, if you are willing 
to ignore the other 65 to 70 per cent who 
make up Montreal and if you are resigned 
to doing without the city’s best theatre, writ
ing, and entertainment. The quotes were taken 
from remarks made by a western delegate 
who had been in the city for 12 hours.)

“What are you doing about hiring EXPO 
guides in the West? I know they can’t find 
many people who are bilingual. (ANSWER: 
The government is swamped with applica
tions - 77 from B.C. alone to fill a national 
quota of 225). 
here in Montreal? (ANSWER: Where are 
you starting from Newfoundland or British 
Columbia?)

Even when the questions contained no 
obvious barbs you could often sense a feeling 
of hostility hidden just below the surface.

In contrast to the English Canadain del
egates in Montreal were the French Canadian 
hosts. They showed no resentment of the 
tactics of their belligerent guests. Even after 
a few drinks at a reception they refused to 
retaliate.
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>1 U.N. 
and power?mjp- r tion.VR V•a',, The Pan-African states, from 
the inception of pan-Africanism, 
have never ceased to cry for 
Britain to turn the war hounds

It is in human nature to wailt 
as much as the next man — can 
we blame the blacks for wanting

, . .. ^ . ‘ immediate equality before the
U °° °” ”Mte Wdeslans. Only law lnd government7 By the
I the restraint imposed lately by same tok ls ln human nature
II I RntIU" las kePt °P™ jar from ( man 't0 wlsh t0 keep what
j§0 being unleashed on Rhodesia. But he belleves t0 be Ms own _ ,or

now the restraint iswearingthin, exampl tbe whlte Rhodesian 
Fpf* and declared war may shatter f T.
tjs ÏÏ'T1 before ,the yef,r ls,out- I have discussed mainly thingsS3 The incursions of guerillas from ,he t and how tWn could 

states including Zambia, Malawe,
Ghana, Kenya and Tanzania are 

4 mounting in frequency daily. 
kV The cast of faults is far longer 
Mr} than may be catalogued in this 

article. Perhaps it is useless to 
list them now when it is already 

sYl too late.
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have beer, for it seems too late 
to discuss how matters as they 
are now might be good in the 
future. It appears as if hope for 
peaceful and equal multiracial 
existence may only arise again 
after a bloodbatlu There must
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•sW I r.'J\m J Wtk'-v Sv? V ?its be better means than purchase 
j Of the 200,000 white population by blood. Certainly, however,

1 °f Rhodesia, a third alone may the relentless pressure by the, I lay claim to being born Rhodes- pan-African states and others 
g fans. I he remaining two-thirds for a forceful end to the Smith 
■£ have come principally from South regime in Britain is not the best 
t Africa, Holland, Belgium, Great means to achieve equality. How 

Britain and Italy. Only one-third

-X •Z-J? y
■m yy-ry. *

“Why have it way down *r-
%

can so many of these black and 
l*le whites have a claim in the white ruled states urge for an 

country as strong as any human end to the war in Viet Nam, and 
being may state. I- urthermore, in the same breath call for war 

v.% of tbe remaining two-thirds, in- in Rhodesia? These are not rec- 
estimable numbers maintain their oncilnble points of view.

What- is the answer? I don't
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iSsC foreign passports. They may get 
out when the fury commences, know 
as for the remainder . .

•7
but ask anyone else, 

there are more experts on Africa 
In Ian Smith's cabinet, there and the problems of the world 

‘Turn left at Anti-Revision Street, then left on To-Hell-With-EverythingAN estcrn is but one “true" white Rhodesian than confessed ignorants. But.
• ot*ieI than himself. The majority i do know war and military force

* of the cabinet are South Africans.
Does this perhaps suggest that answer at all!

•ift

Street, then go through the first red light and take a left jab at Russia . . is not the best answer — it is no
—Toronto StarAll they would admit to was wanting to 

make EXPO a big success, and perhaps de
stroying a few English Canadian prejudices 
concerning their city and province. Tin* Nation

Some were selfish enough to admit that 
they hoped the whole affair would benefit the 
city financially. This is not really a strange 
attitude when one realizes that Quebec put up 
$ 40-million for the EXPO SITE and is also 
being assessed through three other forms of 
direct taxation.

Perhaps the big difference between Que
bec's brand of regionalsim and French Can
adian regionalism is that French Canadians 
tend to be realists and above board. On the 
other hand, the EnglishCanadianbrays loudly 
about federalism and practices regionalism.

Hyprocrites??
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Hellyers row with 

the Admirals
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XJjNext came the trip to EXPO for student

editors.
Here it was the same regionalism all 

over again, with English speaking students in 
the vanguard. Here are some examples of 
typical questions and remarks: (The Gazette 
has added some of the answers.)

HUTCHINGSSATURDAY NIGHT MAGAZINE 
By KILDARE DOBBS

Mr. Hellyer’s row with the ad
mirals didn’t surprise anyone 
who knows about service tradi
tions. The wonder was that the 
generals and air marshals didn’t 
weigh in too. In his policy of in- 
teg rating the three services into 
single fighting force, Mr. Hell- 
yer lias been making a brave ef
fort at rationalization. But the 
hearts of military men have their 
reasons which reason knows not. 
Violence is not reasonable, yet 
violence is their business. Giv
ing up personal liberty is un
reasonable, yet obedience is 
their calling. Killing or being 
killed is unreasonable, yet homi
cide is their profession.

To cheer themselves on in the 
horrible, necessary business of 
fighting battles, military men 
have evolved all sorts of irration
al institutions, symbols and ritu
als. Perhaps the most character
istic is the regiment: it becomes 
a kind of surrogate family for 
which its members are willing 
to give their lives. They are in 
love with all its trappings and 
traditions: the colours, the drills 
the'uniforms, the brass bands - 
even the regimental goat. Rifle
men are proud of their short
legged trot, their green jackets 
and black buttons; the heavy in
fantry scorn them, preferring 
their own deliberate pace, their 
scarlet - and - blue ceremonial, 
while riflemen in turn guffaw at 
the sight of a stamping guards
man. To outsiders it’s all a load 
of bull, but the colourful non
sense has the function of giving 
the unit a corporate sense as 
well as a mythical past, wreath
ed in battle-honours, which suc
ceeding generations are ready 
to die for.

In no Canadian service is the 
sense of tradition stronger than 
in the navy. The sailor thinks of 
himself as a jolly jack tar, des
cendant of the pressed men who 
fought and won at Trafalgar and 
Aboukir, at Copenhagen and the 
Nile. “Tis to honour we call 
you,” they sang, lying in their 
teeth, though they had in fact 
been “pressed like slaves”, kid
napped into a service that en
forced their obedience with the 
cat-o’-nine-tails and the noose at 
the yardarm. Today’s jolly jack 
still wears the blue-je an collar 
that kept his ancestor’s tarry 
pigtail from dirtying his jump- 

His speech is assiduously 
salty and he has learned, at great 
expense to the taxpayer, to call 
floors decks, walls bulkheads and 
to orient himself by port and 
starboard. He’s not fazed by corn- 
mands like “Walk hack hand
somely!” and “Marry to the 
mark!” He listens respectfully 
while his officers address a ba
roque prayer to God, demanding 
his protection for “the persons 
of us Thy servants and the fleet 
in which we serve.” And he can 
rely on them to keep alive the 
folkways of a vanished age of 
sail.

quite rightly led to his dismis
sal) was only to lie expected. 
He felt he owed it to the men 
under his command to make a 
last-ditch stand for their rights 
as sons of the waves, and with 
a characteristically Nelson 
touch, he ignored standing orders 
to do it.

But however much sympathy 
we may feel for the traditional
ists (we feel sorry for them as 
we do for the Masai or the Wa- 
tusi), they can’t be allowed to 
stand in the way of moderniza
tion. Mr. Hellver has treated 
them with firmness and courtesy. 
“GOVE R N M ENT BACKS 
DOWN” screamed a Toronto 
Telegram headline last July when 
Mr. Hellver agreed to hear the 
views of service chiefs before 
pressing on with integration. And 
in view of Mr. Pearson’s remark
able talent for making about- 
turns it was easy for Tory pro
pagandists to present Mr. Hell- 
yer’s wisdom as weakness. In 
fact, Mr. Hellver was showing 
tact and patience, two virtues 
t ssential to the success of his 
policy - which is to build a new 
service without destroying the 
fighting spirit of the men who 
will serve in it.

It’s a heroic policy. No insti
tutions have l>een more resistant 
to reform than the military ones. 
One has only to read Edward Gib. 
bon’s autobiography to realize 
that nothing essential has chang- 
ed in military folly since the 
e.ghteenth century. One has onh 
to watch recruits being solemn- 
ly drilled in close order, pre
sumably to win the battle of Wat
erloo, to appreciate the sheer 
force of dumb habit in soldier
ing. Mr. Hellyei deserves a med
al. The trouble is, there isn’t 
an appropriate one to give him.

mill mi EEIt is too easy By Ray Jotcham
Continuing on the theme that informative leads make bridge an 

eas} game, we will now touch upon leads from touching honours. 
Standard practise has been to lead the higher of touching honours, 
but recently, the more progressive players have been leading the 
lower of touching honours against suit contracts except when holding 
a doubleton, in which case the higher honour is led.

eg. holding K Q 3, the queen is led; holding A K, the ace is 
led. Let us examine how this can be used to our advantage.

It is too early to say for sure what the 
result is going to be, but the Dalhousie 
Library’s intention to extend the ordinary 
loan period for books to one month may be 
a disaster.

For anyone that has been in a large 
class that had a professor that did not believe 
in putting books on the reserve list, the 
danger is obvious. The scheme appears even 
less workable when it is realized that the 
borrower will still be able to request a 
renewal under the new regulations.

And to this fact that graduate students 
can “borrow books for a longer period if 
required for thesis work,” and faculty are 
permitted to keep a book up to one year, and 
you have an idea of how hard it may be to 
catch up to the book you want.

It has been a while since we last con
ducted a survey but not too long ago it was 
the rule, rather than the exception, at most 
large Canadian Universities to have regular 
books on a three-day or one-week borrowing 
schedule. At the University of Toronto there 
is a dual library system which works well 
under all conditions.

For persons who need a book in a hurry 
to use as a reference for an essay or a quiz 
there is the Wallace Room where all books 
àre loaned either for three days or overnight. 
Nearby there is a second complete library 
which offers the same books for a two week 
period.

Does Dalhousie have that many more 
books than Toronto that it feels it can double 
the loan period? Or have the Dalhousie li
brarians suddenly discovered that the uni
versity population is doing so much original 
thinking that there is a reduced need for 
reference material?

Another bit of naivety on the part of the 
Dalhousie librarians is their announced policy 
of fines for late books. I quote: “If you fail 
to return a book on the date it is due, you 
will incur a fine. The fine for overdue ma
terial is 10 cents per day. Unpaid fines will 
be reported on a regular basis to the Business 
Office for collection.”

We realize that the average student is 
not in the position to throw money away, but 
we wonder how effective the new policy will 
be. It seems reasonable to speculate that 
there will be a large number that will sacra- 
fice 70 cents to keep a book for an extra 
week.

S. 9 7 5 2
H. Q J 10 9
D. A K Q 10 
C. 5

er.

S. A 8 4 3 
H. 5 2 
D. J 5 4 3 
C.10 8 6

S. K Q 
II. A G 
D. 9 7 6 4 
C. J 9 7 4 3 2 1

iS. J 10 6 
H. K 874 
D. 8 2
C. A K Q

3

S W N E 
1H P 3H P 
4 H All Pass

To such officers and men, the 
idea of ending their separate ex- 
istence as a navy must be pro
foundly demoralizing. For the 
same psychology that gives them 
corporate identity makes them 
distrust outsiders. Perhaps es
pecially outsiders in the other 
services. Which is the reason 
why in the second world war 
British bluejackets called sol
diers “pongoes” and airmen 
“the Brylcreem boys”. And the 
RCN is nothing if not British.

Considering all this, Admiral 
Landymore’s outburst (though it

Looking at the East and North hands only, how do you defend 
after your partner leads the Spade K and then the Spade Q? Play
ing standard leads, you are in a quandary. It may be necessary to 
overtake your partner’s queen to give him a ruff. However, if 
declarer has the doubleton spade, this may enable him to establish 
the spade nine for a discard. Note, however, that if you are playing 
the recommended system of leads, partner is marked with 
doubleton. Hence, by overtaking the queen with the ace, you can ' 
give partner a ruff, and thereby defeat the contract.

Note that this method of leads is to be used only against suit 
contracts. Against notrump contracts, it is more important to 
know whether the side has led their best suit, and not where the 
high cards are in a given suit.

Last year the library was constantly 
criticised by students, most of them recent 
high school graduates, for its harsh policy 
on borrowing. However, the Gazette is willing 
to wager that the previous protests will 
quickly fade from memory when frustrated 
borrowers find “the cupboard is bare”.

Let us hope that the Gazette is wrong 
in its prediction.
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